January 18, 2022

The drug “vaccines” being used for this drug “vaccine” are experimental. Under US law experimental vaccines may not be mandated. The vaccines are not approved by the FDA. The only vaccine approved by the FDA is Comirnaty, which is not produced in the USA.

There have been an excessive extraordinary number of expedited measures by the County Council waiving the ordinary due process and rights and procedures and personal rights. There is no medical Doctor or health care provider serving on the County Council. The County Council has given itself permission to sit as the Board of Health even though there is no health care provider on the County Council/Board of Health.

This is Segregation/Aparthied based upon requirement of Apartheid which softens up the general population to create hate against a different segment of the population and a two tiered class of citizens.

Looking at the in the January 13 and 18, 2022 County Council/Board of Health meeting the following are:

Misstatements:

1. If you have vaccines you are less likely to transmit COVID. That is untrue. Please show documentation of that statement. The ONLY purported benefit of a “vaccine” injection is if one catches the disease, the disease itself is milder. Please provide the medical data that proves your misstatement.

2. Please give the documentation of the vaccine status of the cases of COVID between Vaccinated and Unvaccinated without comorbidities.

3. If the plan is to require boosters. We are all one booster away from becoming the banned individuals whose rights are violated.

4. As of March 2022 5 year olds are required to have this experimental “vaccine” that has not had scientific trials.

5. 12 year olds are required in January 2022 to take experimental drug “Vaccine in order to enter a public place.

This ad hoc rule is just one of an excess of expedited measures.
No Doctors or indication of research and study of assertions made by the County Council/Board of Health.
This measure disproportionately discriminates against locally owned businesses. No study of non-comorbid deaths.

This ruling has been made by mere career politicians.

While making the assertion of shedding of COVID after the drug “Vaccine,” Mr. Rice asked if that was the case and Mr. Earl Stoddard said that was the case. Where is the documentation of that assertion?
Sylvia Kyrch felt that since DC had made the Vaccine Passport and 4 of the 5 most Democrat one party ruled cities in the country made a rule for a vaccine passport, Montgomery County Maryland should do like wise.
This is a day of dishonor, day of shame, day of infamy redolent of the National Socialist Party of Germany of the 1930’s and 1940’s also known as the NAZI’s

This action will be remembered in Montgomery County Maryland as a dishonor and day of infamy. This is nothing more than State sponsored discrimination and harassment imposed by local politicians of a small jurisdiction on an ad hoc basis. This takes no consideration for those cannot safely medically take the vaccine and gives no ground to those who has religious, ethical and moral objections to drug “vaccines” that use portions of human fetuses in their concoction.
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